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disk drill was developed by a team of experienced engineers who set out to make a data recovery solution that
was more powerful and efficient than any other available. disk drill is designed as a complex and extremely
powerful data recovery tool that would be difficult to use even if it were free. if a free data recovery tool is
more than you need, however, the two utilities below are a better value than disk drill. 2. filecatcher data

recovery is a complex and powerful data recovery software application. the recovery interface is split into two
sections. the first displays the files that you selected for recovery. the second is used to preview the recovered

files and compare the original versions of the files to the recovered versions. you can view files by dragging
them from the preview window into the main window of the interface. 3. winscrubber is an extremely simple

and powerful data recovery software utility designed to help people recover lost or deleted files from different
types of storage devices. it is free to download and try and the program offers a full 7 day money back

guarantee. the disk you have chosen to recover is already opened in the software. it takes a few seconds to
find the file on your computer, then you can choose whether to recover all or part of it. with all the available
techniques to recover data, disk drill comes with a large number of functionalities that are not offered by its

free counterpart. some data is unrecoverable. it may have been partially or completely overwritten or
tampered with in the process of losing it. you cannot recover that data using a data recovery tool, even one
that is free. that is why it is important to make a backup of your data as soon as you think you might lose it.
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you can also preview the content of files in the found or reconstructed section of a scan result. if
the file is not readable, you can use this preview option to determine whether the file should be

saved and reconstructed. select photos, documents, pdf files, audio or video files, or other media
files that you want to recover from damaged or lost devices, then click the blue add files to scan

button, and disk drill will begin the scanning process. as soon as the scanning process is
complete, you can see the extracted files in the extracted/reconstructed section of the scan

results. click the blue next button to see files that have been successfully extracted from your
damaged device. after scanning is complete, extract files from the extracted/reconstructed

section of the scan results and save them in one of the locations you specified in the settings
window. it is also possible to save the individual scan results to different folders or directly to your

local machine. you can even save the files directly to an ftp server or amazon s3 account. find
files that have been partially or completely damaged. select files for partial recovery and click the
blue add files to recover button. repeat this step until you have selected all of the files you want
to recover. after files have been identified by disk drill, you can preview the files to determine if
you want to recover them. click the blue preview button in the bottom right to preview the files

that have been scanned. each file preview window includes additional information about the file,
including exif data and a metadata chart. click on the description to see the file’s details and to
preview the content. you can even drag files from the preview to the extracted/reconstructed

sections of the scan result to preview their content. 5ec8ef588b
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